
Call # TITLE & AUTHOR
153.9 ROBSO The intelligence trap : why smart people make dumb mistakes / David Robson

155.6 HOLLIS Living an examined life : wisdom for the second half of the journey / James Hollis, PhD

158.1 HENDR Five wishes : how answering one simple question can make your dreams come true / 

Gay Hendricks 

158.1 MCRAV Make your bed : little things that can change your life --and maybe the world / Admiral 

William H. McRaven 

179.3 FLAIM Rescue Ink : how ten guys saved countless dogs and cats, twelve horses, five pigs, one 

duck, and a few turtles / Rescue Ink ; with Denise Flaim

261.5 SHORT The Gospel according to Peanuts / by Robert L. Short ; foreword by Martin E. Marty

271.97 PREJE River of fire : my spiritual journey / Sister Helen Prejean, C.S.J

277.3 HOWE The immoral majority : why evangelicals chose political power over Christian values / 

Ben Howe

302 GLADW Talking to strangers : what we should know about the people we don't know / Malcolm 

Gladwell

305.4209 GOLDB Nobody's victim : fighting psychos, stalkers, pervs, and trolls / Carrie Goldberg with 

Jeannine Amber

305.4889 AUSTI Motherhood so white : a memoir of race, gender, and parenting in America / by 

Nefertiti Austin

305.8 KENDI How to be an antiracist / Ibram X. Kendi

306.9 DOUGH Will my cat eat my eyeballs? : big questions from tiny mortals about death / Caitlin 

Doughty, Dianne Ruz

320.082 MOSCA See Jane win : the inspiring story of the women changing American politics / Caitlin 

Moscatello

327.12 ANDRE The secret world : a history of intelligence / Christopher Andrew

331.4133 KANTO She said : breaking the sexual harassment story that helped ignite a movement / Jodi 

Kantor and Megan Twohey

331.88 GREEN Beaten down, worked up : the past, present, and future of American labor / Steven 

Greenhouse

333.91 ARAX The dreamt land : chasing water and dust across California / Mark Arax

333.95 LOVEL Gaia : a new look at life on earth / J. E. Lovelock

362.4 ABOUT About us : essays from the Disability Series of the New York Times / edited and 

introduced by Peter Catapano and Rosemarie Garland-Thomson 

362.87 NAYER The ungrateful refugee : what immigrants never tell you / Dina Nayeri

362.87 PAXSO The plateau / Maggie Paxson

363.25 WILTS The nature of life and death : every body leaves a trace / Patricia Wiltshire

363.46 JOHNS Unplanned : the dramatic true story of a former Planned Parenthood leader's eye-

opening journey across the life line / Abby Johnson, with Cindy Lambert

363.7 SCHLO Inconspicuous consumption : the environmental impact you don't know you have / 

Tatiana Schlossberg

364.152 CALLA American predator : the hunt for the most meticulous serial killer of the 21st century / 

Maureen Callahan

364.153 PESTA The girls : an all-American town, a predatory doctor, and the untold story of the 

gymnasts who brought him down / Abigail Pesta
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372.6 WEXLE The knowledge gap : the hidden cause of America's broken education system--and how 

to fix it / Natalie Wexler

392.3 HEART Hearth : a global conversation on community, identity, and place / edited by Annick 

Smith and Susan O'Connor

395.22 RONEY The knot guide to wedding vows and traditions : readings, rituals, music, dances, and 

toasts / Carley Roney and the editors of TheKnot.com

530.12 CARRO Something deeply hidden : quantum worlds and the emergence of spacetime / Sean 

Carroll

551.48 ROUSM Water connections : what fresh water means to us, what we mean to water / Jim 

Rousmaniere

612.82 LEDOU The deep history of ourselves : the four-billion-year story of how we got conscious 

brains / Joseph LeDoux

612.82 RIPPO Gender and our brains : how new neuroscience explodes the myths of the male and 

female minds / Gina Rippon

613.25 CHOPR Perfect weight : the complete mind-body program for achieving and maintaining your 

ideal weight / Deepak Chopra

616.8522 WILSO First, we make the beast beautiful : a new journey through anxiety / Sarah Wilson

616.99446 FAJGE Chasing my cure : a doctor's race to turn hope into action : a memoir / David 

Fajgenbaum, M.D618.97 GERRA What dementia teaches us about love;The last ocean : a journey through memory and 

forgetting / Nicci Gerrard

630 FATAL Fatal harvest : the tragedy of industrial agriculture / edited by Andrew Kimbrell

630 NABHA Enduring seeds : native American agriculture and wild plant conservation / Gary Paul 

Nabhan

636.7 LINDN Arthur : the dog who crossed the jungle to find a home / Mikael Lindnord

639.2 URBIN The outlaw ocean : journeys across the last untamed frontier / Ian Urbina

641.5973 FOUND The Founding Farmers cookbook : 100 recipes from the restaurant owned by American 

family farmers / Founding Farmers, LLC

700 SCHJE Hot, cold, heavy, light : 100 art writings, 1988-2018 / Peter Schjeldahl ; edited with an 

introduction by Jarrett Earnest

746 LEGRO Saltwater mittens of Newfoundland : more than 20 heritage knitting designs / Christine 

LeGrow & Shirley A. Scott

780.92 TOMMA The indispensable composers : a personal guide / Anthony Tommasini

781.49 YOUNG To feel the music : a songwriter's mission to save high-quality audio / by Neil Young and 

Phil Baker

796.357 LINDB The MVP machine : how baseball's new nonconformists are using data to build better 

players / Ben Lindbergh & Travis Sawchik

796.525 HEINE Into the planet : my life as a cave diver / Jill Heinerth

813.52 LOVEC The new annotated H.P. Lovecraft : beyond Arkham / Howard Phillips Lovecraft 

818.54 CRUML The muddy fork & other things : short fiction and nonfiction / by James Crumley

909 BOORS The creators / Daniel J. Boorstin

909 BOORS The seekers : the story of man's continuing quest to understand his world / Daniel J. 

Boorstin

910 KINDN The kindness of strangers : travel stories that make your heart grow / edited by 

Fearghal O'Nuallain 

917.3 BOORS The Americans : the democratic experience / Daniel J. Boorstin

920 ARANA Silver, sword, and stone : three crucibles of the Latin American story / Marie Arana



940.53 HANDL Soaring to glory : a Tuskegee airman's firsthand account of World War II / Philip 

Handleman with Lt. Col. Harry T. Stewart Jr

940.5318 SPIEG Renia's diary : a Holocaust journal / Renia Spiegel

940.5486 ROSE D-Day girls : the spies who armed the resistance, sabotaged the Nazis, and helped win 

World War II / by Sarah Rose

943.086 ROSEM Lives reclaimed : a story of rescue and resistance in Nazi Germany / Mark Roseman

956.91 THOMS Syria's secret library : reading and redemption in a town under siege / Mike Thomson

973.73 CLEAR Searching for Stonewall Jackson : a quest for legacy in a divided America / by Ben 

Cleary

973.9 BOORS The image : a guide to pseudo-events in America / Daniel J. Boorstin

973.933 OREIL The United States of Trump : how the president really sees America / Bill O'Reilly

BIOG AGRIPPINA Agrippina : the most extraordinary woman of the Roman world / Emma Southon

BIOG ALEXANDER Alexander the Great : his life and his mysterious death / Anthony Everitt

BIOG BARNUM Barnum : an American life / Robert Wilson

BIOG BLOOMBERG The many lives of Michael Bloomberg / Eleanor Randolph

BIOG BORGIA The Borgias : power and fortune / Paul Strathern

BIOG BROOM The yellow house / Sarah M. Broom

BIOG IKPI I'm telling the truth, but I'm lying : essays / Bassey Ikpi

BIOG LADD Ladd, the life, the legend, the legacy of Alan Ladd : a biography / by Beverly Linet

BIOG MATTIS Call sign chaos : learning to lead / Jim Mattis and Bing West

BIOG PANKHURST The trauma cleaner : one woman's extraordinary life in the business of death, decay, 

and disaster / Sarah Krasnostein

BIOG POWER Education of an Idealist : A Memoir

BIOG SACKS And how are you, Dr. Sacks? : a biographical memoir of Oliver Sacks / Lawrence 

WeschlerBIOG SMITH Year of the monkey / by Patti Smith

BIOG SONTAG Sontag / Benjamin Moser

BIOG STREEP Queen Meryl : the iconic roles, heroic deeds, and legendary life of Meryl Streep / Erin 

Carlson

BIOG THOMAS The enigma of Clarence Thomas / Corey Robin

BIOG VAN NESS Over the top : a raw journey to self-love / Jonathan Van Ness

BIOG VAUGHAN Texas flood : the inside story of Stevie Ray Vaughan / Alan Paul and Andy Aledort

BIOG WASHINGTON The widow Washington : the life of Mary Washington / Martha Saxton

BIOG WATERS Mr. know-it-all : the tarnished wisdom of a filth elder / John Waters


